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Abstract
● AIM: To investigate changes of choroidal thickness (ChT) 
in children with myopia and the effect of current myopia 
control interventions on ChT. 
● METHODS: Major literature databases were searched 
for studies relevant to myopia in children. All studies used 
swept-source optical coherence tomography (SS-OCT) or 
enhanced depth imaging optical coherence tomography 
(EDI-OCT) to measure the ChT value. The weighted mean 
difference (WMD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) were 
pooled to evaluate ChT in myopia children.
● RESULTS: A total of 11 eligible articles, including 1693 
myopic and 1132 non-myopic eyes, were included in the 
first Meta-analysis. The sub-foveal choroidal thickness (SFCT; 
WMD=-40.06, 95%CI, -59.36 to -20.75, P<0.001) and ChT 
at other sectors were significantly thinner in myopic eyes 
compared with the non-myopic eyes. The Meta-analysis 
revealed that the ChT decreased horizontally from the 
temporal sector toward the nasal sector in the pediatric 
myopia population. Another 11 studies reporting the effect 
of myopia control interventions were included in the second 
Meta-analysis for the relationship between myopia control 
treatments and ChT. SFCT significantly increased after 
orthokeratology (OK) treatment and OK combined with 

0.01% atropine (OKA) treatment (WMD=19.47, 95%CI, 
15.96 to 22.98, P<0.001; WMD=21.81, 95%CI, 12.92 to 
29.70, P<0.001, respectively). The forest plots showed 
that SFCT changed little in myopic children receiving 0.01% 
atropine (P=0.30). Furthermore, the Meta-analysis showed 
that OK treatment had a stronger effect on the value of 
SFCT in myopic children as compared with 0.01% atropine 
(WMD=9.86; 95%CI, -0.21 to 19.93, P=0.05). There is 
no difference between the treatment with OK and OKA 
treatment in ChT in myopic children (P=0.37). 
● CONCLUSION: The ChT in myopic eyes is thinner than 
that in non-myopic eyes in pediatric population. Myopia 
control interventions including OK and OKA lead to ChT 
thickening, but other treatments such as 0.01% atropine 
did not show an increase in ChT.
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INTRODUCTION

M yopia has become a significant public health problem 
in China, due to the growing number of myopic 

children and adolescents. It is estimated that approximately 
50% of the global population will be affected by myopia by the 
mid 21-century[1-3]. At the same time, there are an increasing 
number of articles related to clinical science and methods to 
slow myopia progression. The choroid has been suggested 
to play a role in the development of refractive error and 
emmetropization in humans, and it is regarded a medium in 
the visual signaling pathways between the retina and sclera[4]. 
Many ocular diseases, such as central serous chorioretinopathy 
and age-related degeneration, are associated with structural 
and functional abnormalities of the choroid[5-6].
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A number of myopia-promoting visual signal pathways 
traverse the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and vascular 
choroid and have an impact on sclera remodeling processes, 
increasing axial length and promoting myopia[7-8]. Dopamine, 
a neurotransmitter, plays an important role in development 
of the eye and in the growth of the eyeball. Dopamine 
receptors have been identified in retinal cells and divided 
into two subtypes: D1-like receptors (D1R/D5R) and D2-like 
receptors (D2R, D3R and D4R). Zhou et al[9] speculated 
that the balance of D1-like and D2-like receptor activation 
could modulate the refractive status of the eye, such that over 
activation of D2-like receptors results in myopia while over 
activation of D1-like receptors leads to hyperopia. There are 
some strong evidences that have suggested dopamine could 
affect choroidal thickness[10]. However, there is no evidence 
to indicate that dopamine receptors are expressed in the 
choroid. This indicates that the RPE may be able to translate 
dopamine signaling to changes in the choroid, which could 
influence the elongation of axial length and contribute to the 
development of myopia. Retinoic acid (RA) is found to play 
an important role in the development of myopia. All-trans 
retinoic acid (ATRA) could upregulate transforming growth 
factor beta 2 (TGF-β2) expression, which can affect collagen 
production, scleral fibroblast proliferation and finally control 
myopia development[11]. ATRA can be produced in the choroid 
and transported to the sclera may be able to influence scleral 
remodeling[12]. Scleral hypoxia is a common feature of myopia. 
Hypoxia-inducible factor 1-alpha (HIF-1α) has recently emerged 
as a new target of myopia research. Zhao et al[13] analyzed 
human gene databases and revealed association with the scleral 
HIF-1α signaling pathway in high myopia individuals. Scleral 
HIF-1 can promote myofibroblast transdifferentiation in human 
scleral fibroblasts and decrease type I collagen expression, 
leading to myopia[14]. Additionally, reduced choroidal blood 
perfusion was also found to induce myopia in animal[15]. 
Based on the previous studies, it is speculated that the choroid 
could be an fundamental point where various visual signaling 
pathways intersect and contribute to the development of 
myopia[7]. 
Nowadays, rapid development of swept-source coherence 
tomography (SS-OCT) and enhanced depth imaging optical 
coherence tomography (EDI-OCT) has allowed analysis of 
choroidal thickness (ChT) quantitatively precisely in vivo[16]. 
Several studies have reported that myopia is associated with 
a significantly thinner choroid in adults among different 
population[17-21]. Other studies have demonstrated that the value 
of ChT in children differs with age ranges[22-24]. A growing 
number of studies have examined the ChT of myopia in 
pediatric population and found that ChT in myopia children 
was thinner[25-26], however, no association between ChT and 

refractive error has also been reported[27]. Current myopia 
control interventions includes orthokeratology (OK), low 
concentration atropine, soft contact lenses and spectacles[28]. 
While the effectiveness of these interventions has been 
demonstrated, the effect on the thickness of choroidal remains 
controversial. 
In this study, we performed Meta-analysis to detect the 
association between ChT change and myopia in children. First, 
we examine the existing evidence obtained by EDI-OCT or 
SS-OCT for the detection of choroidal changes in myopic 
children by Meta-analysis. Furthermore, we conducted a 
Meta-analysis to explore the effect of current myopia control 
interventions on ChT in the pediatric population. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Literature Search  This Meta-analysis was conducted 
following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidelines[29].
Two investigators (Meng QY and Miao ZQ) independently 
searched PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, Cochrane Library 
databases, and ClinicalTrials.gov for publications up to June 
2022. Headings and keywords for “myopia”, “myopia control”, 
“orthokeratology” or “OK”, “atropine”, “optical coherence 
tomography or OCT” and “choroidal thickness (ChT)” or “sub-
foveal choroidal thickness (SFCT)” were used in the search 
strategy. The searches were modified to accommodate the 
unique terminology and syntax of each database. All articles in 
English were considered eligible.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria  Inclusion criteria for 
clinical trials included: 1) use of EDI-OCT or SS-OCT 
to evaluate ChT (sub-foveal or around the foveal area); 
2) children with myopia were included, and all children 
underwent subjective refraction to obtain the value of spherical 
equivalent (SE=sphere+0.5×cylinder). Myopia was defined as 
SE≤-0.5 D. High myopia (SE≤-6.0 D), amblyopia or children 
with syndromic myopia were excluded. 3) comparison of 
ChT in children with and without myopia; or reporting ChT 
change after myopia control interventions in children. These 
interventions include atropine, OK, and atropine combined 
with orthokeratology (OKA). 4) the design of the case-control, 
cross-sectional, cohort and randomized controlled trial (RCT) 
was included; 5) the studies were published as original articles. 
Exclusion criteria included the following: 1) conference 
abstracts, letters, or reviews; 2) unretrievable data; 3) duplicate 
articles. In studies of the same population, only the most 
complete studies were included in the Meta-analysis. 
Data Extraction and Clinical Outcome  Two authors (Meng 
QY and Miao ZQ) independently extracted the data from the 
studies into an electronic database according to a customized 
protocol. If there were any discrepancies in data inclusion, the 
studies would be addressed by the third author (Guo LL). The 
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following data were extracted from each study: 1) first author; 
2) year of publication; 3) country; 4) study design; 5) number 
of myopias and non-myopias; 6) SE; 7) mean age; 8) myopia 
control interventions; 9) ChT value at sub-foveal and other 
sectors; 10) axial length; 11) type of OCT; We used means 
and standard deviations (SD) to calculate the standard mean 
difference (SMD) and the weighted mean difference (WMD). 
Quality Assessment  Two authors (Meng QY and Miao ZQ) 
assessed the quality score independently. If there were any 
discrepancies, the studies would be addressed by the third 
author (Guo LL). The Cochrane Collaboration’s tool was 
applied to assess the risk of bias of RCT[30]. For case-cohort 
and case-control studies, the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) 
was applied[31]. Studies awarded with 6 or more stars were 
regarded as high-quality studies. The Agency for Healthcare 
Research and Quality (AHRQ) methodology checklist was 
used to assess cross-sectional studies[32]. The maximum AHRQ 
score was 11, and the quality of the articles was assessed as 
follows quality: 1-3, moderate quality: 4-7, high quality: 8-11.
Statistical Analysis  For continuous outcomes, we quantified 
with WMD and their 95% confidence intervals (CI). P<0.05 
was considered statistically significant. In the Meta-analysis 
of the effect of myopia control interventions on ChT, we also 
directly extracted the calculated value of ChT changes from 
baseline to final follow-up months in myopic intervention 
in some studies. And for other studies, we calculated the 
values of changes in ChT from baseline to final follow-up 
in those participants. ChT changes are calculated using the 
following formula: Mean difference (MD)=MDfinal–MDbaseline; 
Standard deviation2 (SD2)=SDfinal

2+SDbaseline
2–2×correlation 

coefficient×SDfinal×SDbaseline; We took the correlation 
coefficient =0.5 in this study.
Heterogeneity was assessed and quantified using the Chi-
square based Q statistic test and the I2 test. For a significant 
heterogeneity (I2>50%, P<0.1), a random-effect model was 
selected to analyze the data. Alternatively, a fixed-effect model 
was used. Furthermore, funnel plots and Egger’s test were 
used to evaluate the potential publication bias. The sensitivity 
analysis was performed by eliminating studies one by one 
to verify whether the results would change. Analyses were 
performed with STATA version 15.0 (Stata Corp, TX, USA).
RESULTS
Meta-analysis of Choroidal Thickness in Children with 
Myopia
Literature search and characteristics of studies  A flow 
chart showing the literature search and selection is presented in 
Figure 1A. Our initial search identified 424 potentially relevant 
reports, of which 194 were removed due to duplication. After 
applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 11 eligible 
articles including 1693 myopic and 1132 non-myopic eyes 
were included for the first Meta-analysis[26,33-44]. These studies 
were published between 2016 and 2022, and 6 of them 
were conducted in China. The demographic and clinical 
characteristics of the included articles are summarized in 
Table 1. The age of the participants included in this Meta-
analysis ranged from 6.4 to 15.4 years old. All studies were 
assessed as high-quality studies according to AHRQ and NOS.
Changes in sub-foveal choroidal thickness in myopic eyes  
As shown in Figure 2 and Table 2, the SFCT of the myopic 
eyes was significantly thinner than that of the non-myopic 

Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram of studies included in the Meta-analysis  A: Screening process for Meta-analysis of choroidal changes in 

myopic children; B: Screening process for Meta-analysis of the effect of current myopia control interventions on choroidal thickness in pediatric 

population.
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eyes (WMD=-40.06, 95%CI of -59.36 to -20.75, P<0.001). 
According to location of the study, we divided the studies into 
two groups: China and non-China. The results did not change 
after subgroup analysis according to the location of the study.
Choroidal thickness at other positions in myopic eyes  
As shown in Table 2 and Figure 3, the temporal ChT of the 
myopic eyes was thinner than that of the non-myopic eyes 
(WMD=-30.25, 95%CI, -41.62 to -18.88, P<0.001); similarly, 
the myopia has thinner nasal ChT than non-myopia (WMD= 
-43.14, 95%CI, -57.49 to -28.80, P<0.001). The superior ChT 
of the myopic eyes was thinner than that of the non-myopic 
eyes (WMD=-33.59, 95%CI, -51.74 to -15.44, P<0.001). 
Similarly, myopic eyes had thinner inferior ChT compared to 
non-myopic eyes (WMD=-32.66, 95%CI, -48.83 to -16.50, 
P<0.001). The Meta-analysis revealed that the ChT decreased 
horizontally from the temporal sector toward the nasal sector 

in the pediatric myopia population; No significant difference 
was detected between the superior and inferior ChT.
Meta-regression analysis  A Meta-regression analysis was 
conducted to assess the impact of the study characteristics on 
the Meta-analysis, including age, SE, study location (China or 
non-China) and OCT type. According to the Meta regression 
analysis, the OCT type was the primary cause of heterogeneity 
(P=0.03 after 10 000 Monte Carlo simulation permutations).
Meta-analysis of Myopia Control Intervention on 
Choroidal Thickness in Pediatric Population
Literature search and characteristics of studies  A flow 
chart showing the literature search and selection is presented 
in Figure 1B. A total of 195 potentially relevant reports were 
initially identified in the literature search, of which 69 were 
removed due to duplication. After applying the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, 11 eligible articles were included for the 

Table 1 Characteristics of the 11 studies included in the analysis

Study Location Year
Sample size (n) Spherical equivalent (D) Age (y)

Type of OCT Quality 
scoreMyopia Non-myopia Myopia Non-myopia Myopia Non-myopia

Li[33] China 2016 65 71 -1.50±1.0 0±0.5 11.4±1.5 11.5±1.7 Cirrus-HD OCT 8b

Bulut[26] Turkey 2016 53 64 -2.1±1.0 0.0±0.3 10.9±3.4 11.7±2.7 Cirrus HD 8b

Jin[34] China 2016 86 91 -2.00±1.45 0.18±0.26 10.1±1.1 10.1±1.1 SS-OCT Topcon DRI OCT-1 9b

Lundberg[36] Denmark 2018 55 252 -1.77±1.6 0.75±0.6 15.4±0.6 15.4±0.7 Spectralis OCT 9b

Lee[37] Korea 2017 28 39 -2.83±1.17 0.08±0.50 8.4±1.7 8.1±1.8 Spectralis OCT 9b

Deng[38] China 2019 222 49 -2.96±1.67 0.05±0.24 12.37±1.80 11.45±1.53 SS-OCT Topcon DRI OCT-1 8b

Guo[39] China 2019 1020 410 -2.88±2.63 -0.25± 0.63 13.0±1.0 13.0±1.0 Spectralis OCT 9b

Read[41] Australia 2013 41 60 -2.39±1.51 +0.33±0.31 13±1.5 13.1±1.2 Spectralis OCT 9b

Jiang[42] China 2021 43 28 - - 6.51±0.51 6.43±0.50 Optovue SD-OCT 7a

Matalia[43] India 2017 40 46 - - - - Optovue SD-OCT 8b

Chang[44] China 2022 40 19 −2.21±1.26 0.35±0.46 8.55±1.63 8.18±2.44 VG200S; SVision Imaging 10b

aThe Newcastle Ottawa Scale was used for quality assessment in the included studies; bThe Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality was 

used for quality assessment in the included studies. OCT: Optical coherence tomography.

Table 2 The result of choroidal thickness at different sectors in the eligible articles                                                                                    mean±SD, μm

Study
Myopia Non-myopia

Subfoveal Temporal Nasal Superior Inferior Subfoveal Temporal Nasal Superior Inferior

Li[33]a 266.7±45.4 262.8±41.2 225.8±59.6 246.9±40.7 256.2±43.9 272.0±43.1 263.9±43.1 243.0±49.5 250.2±43.3 262.5±44.7

Bulut[26]a 306.1±80.8 348.0±79.3 271.7±76.9 356.5±63.2 382.9±69.5 375.5±69.8

Jin[34]b 227±61 244±63 199±60 225±63 233±61 253±58 267±57 222±56 250±55 254±58

Lundberg[36]a 313±77 286±62 284±81 321±79 310±73 382±84 339±69 353±82 384±82 370±86

Lee[37]a 267.5±63.1 278.7±67.6 229.9±58.5 267.1±57.8 262.1±54.6 301.9±55.9 308.3±56.3 264.1±55.8 299.8±54.9 293.8±49.3

Deng[38]a 208±57 225±53 181±51 210±54 213±58 250±66 265±64 222±62 247± 60 259±68

Guo[39]b 250.0±82.0 148±62 266±73 310.5±84.5 179±77 309±73.5

Read[41]a 303±79 312±79 269±71 314±74 299±79 359±77 354±69 327±82 371±78 353±76

Jiang[42]a 279.9±47.1 290.5±40.7 244.6±50.3 279.2±41.6 275.1±45.5 315.6±71.2 327.3±65.7 272.8±79.8 312.6±59.0 303.5±63.4

Matalia[43]b 314.9±21.7 298.6±28.8 285.7±22.1 321.1±29.6 323.3±34.8 311.2±20.9 303.6±27.6 279.7±21.2 315.0±28.4 323.5±21.8

Chang[44]a 247.0±41.6 257.2±42.9 222.2±6.4 236.6±38.9 244.3±39.1 315.4±74.9 320.1±69.6 2858±6.1 309.8±59.1 309.2±66.2
aChoroid thickness measured at sub-foveal and inner foveal region at a distance of 0.75-1 mm from the fovea in the temporal, superior, nasal, 

and inferior regions; bChoroid thickness measured at sub-foveal and parafoveal region at a distance of 2.5-3 mm from the fovea in the temporal, 

superior, nasal, and inferior regions.
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second Meta-analysis[45-55]. The demographic and clinical 
characteristics of the included articles are summarized in Table 
3. The 11 studies were conducted in China and published 
between 2016 and 2022. Seven of these studies were RCTs 
and four were prospective cohort studies. The quality of the 
included cohort studies was generally high according to NOS.
Effect of atropine on the thickness of the choroidal in 
children with myopia  This Meta-analysis was performed for 
6 of 11 eligible studies including 379 myopic children[48-51,53-54]. 
There were 281 participants who received 0.01% atropine as 
myopia control intervention and 98 participants in 1 study 
received 1% atropine for myopia control. The forest plots in 
Figure 4 showed that the SFCT of the myopic children did 
not show significant difference after receiving 0.01% atropine 
(WMD=-1.37, 95%CI, -3.95 to 1.21, P=0.30). However, one 

study found that SFCT increased 27 μm after receiving 1% 
atropine participants.
Effect of orthokeratology on the thickness of the choroidal 
in children with myopia  A Meta-analysis in relation to 
the effect of OK on SFCT was performed for 6 of the 11 
studies[45-47,50-52]. A total of 239 myopic children were included 
in this analysis. We used a fixed effect model based on 
the heterogeneity results (I2=0, P=0.58). The forest plots 
showed that SFCT increased significantly after OK treatment 
(WMD=19.43, 95%CI, 15.96 to 22.98, P<0.001), as shown in 
Figure 4. 
Effect of atropine combined with orthokeratology on the 
thickness of the choroidal in children with myopia  In the 
2 eligible studies, 60 myopic eyes treated with OKA were 
enrolled in this Meta-analysis[50-51]. We employed a fixed 

Figure 3 Meta-analysis of choroidal thickness at different sectors between the myopic and non-myopic eyes in pediatric population.

Figure 2 Meta-analysis of sub-foveal choroidal thickness between the myopic and non-myopic eyes in pediatric population. 
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effect model based on the heterogeneity results (I2=10.0%, 
P=0.29). The results in Figure 4 showed that SFCT increased 
significantly with the OKA intervention (WMD=21.81, 
95%CI, 13.92 to 29.70, P<0.001).
Comparison of the effect on choroidal thickness between 
orthokeratology and single vision lens in myopic eyes  Of 
the 11 eligible studies, there were 4 studies that included 365 
participants and compared the effect of OK with SVL on 
SFCT[45-46,50,52]. The fixed-effects Meta-analysis demonstrated 
that compared to SVL, OK treatment could significantly 
increase SFCT in myopic children (overall WMD=23.62, 
95%CI, 17.47 to 29.77, P<0.001; Figure 5A).
Comparison of the effect on choroidal thickness between 
orthokeratology and 0.01% atropine in myopic eyes  Of 
the 11 eligible studies, there were 2 studies that compared 
the effect of OK with atropine on SFCT[50-51]. Fixed-effects 
Meta-analysis demonstrated a significant increase in SFCT in 
myopic children with the OK intervention as compared with 

0.01% atropine intervention (overall WMD=9.86; 95%CI, 
-0.21 to 19.93, P=0.05; Figure 5B). 
Comparison of the effect on choroidal thickness 
between orthokeratology combined with atropine and 
orthokeratology in myopic eyes  There were 2 studies that 
included 120 participants comparing the effect of OKA and 
OK on SFCT[50-51]. The Meta-analysis results showed that 
compared with OK alone, OKA did not have a stronger effect 
on SFCT (overall WMD=4.79, 95%CI, -5.69 to 15.27, P=0.37; 
Figure 5C). 
Publication Bias  Begg’s tests and Egger’s tests showed that 
there was no obvious evidence of bias. It is worth mentioning 
that publication bias is only one of possible explanations for 
funnel plot asymmetry.
DISCUSSION
In recent years, the knowledge of the human choroid has 
expanded dramatically thanks to the developments in OCT 
technology that allow the structure of the choroid to be imaged 

Table 3 The eligible studies of myopia control interventions on choroidal thickness in pediatric population

Author Study design and 
quality score Location Year Intervention Sample 

size Age (y)a Type of OCT SE (D)a
SFCT(μm)a

Baseline The end of 
treatment

Treatment 
duration

Chen[45] Case-cohort; 7c China 2016 OK 39 10.6±2.5 RS-3000, NIDEK -2.90±1.08 282±43 306±54 1mo

SVL 38 10.0±2.7 -2.75±1.08 275±60 276±64

Li[46] Case-cohort; 8c China 2019 OK 29 12.31±1.71 Spectralis HRA+OCT -3.16±0.85 228±56 21.03±12.74 12mo

SVL 21 11.52±1.69 -2.98±1.34 248±51 -2.50±14.43

Jin[47] Case-cohort; 8c China 2018 OK 30 11.3±1.7 Cirrus-HD OCT -2.9±1.1 253.1±38.6 262.8±44.3 3mo

Li[48] Case-cohort; 7c China 2020 0.01%A 59 9.31±2.43 SS-OCT, Topcon -1.39±0.65 235.10±30.96 255.85±31.71 2mo

Ye[49] RCT China 2020 1%A 98 8.94±1.55 Topcon Corp. -2.12±1.09 214±45 27±23b 6mo

0.01%A 87 8.84±1.65) -2.12±1.09 218±39 -5±17b

Zhao[50] RCT China 2021 0.01%A 42 9.96±1.03 Spectralis HRA+OCT -3.01±1.22 251.12±44.76 256.61±46.55 1mo

OK 36 10.33±1.65 -2.74±1.06 266.74±57.50 276.17±59.10

OKA 39 10.23±1.11 -3.12±1.20 263.17±46.55 277.28±46.04

SVL 37 9.73±1.04 -3.25±1.10 258.05±52.34 253.24±50.67

Hao[51] RCT China 2021 0.01%A 22 9.77±1.27 CIRRUS HD-OCT -3.62±0.57 240.64±19.93 248.73±21.06 12mo

OK 24 10.13±1.19 -3.66±0.60 236.83±16.78 256.17±19.03

OKA 21 10.10±1.22 -4.07±0.74 235.14±20.33 259.29±21.73

Xiong[52] RCT China 2021 OK 81 10.88±1.92 Carl Zeiss -3.42±1.28 284.36±72.58 299.33±73.65 6mo

LLLT+SVL 74 10.22±2.38 -3.42±1.28 288.61±59.59 323.91±65.63

SVL 74 10.33±2.03 -3.32±1.36 286.81±63.67 269.97±64.11

Kong[53] RCT China 2021 0.01%A 50 9.12±1.39 RS-3000, NIDEK -2.25±1.14 233.45±22.95 -9.18±19.52b 6mo

AAS+0.01%A 50 8.96±1.38 -2.14±1.27 233.45±22.95 -7.92±20.65b

Wang[54] RCT China 2022 0.01%A 21 9.90±1.58 Spectralis HRA+OCT -2.38±1.46 249.98±38.26 261.10±43.25 3mo

SVL 19 9.89±1.94 -2.36±1.87 229.78±46.73 235.31±46.43

Xu[55] RCT China 2022 PPALs 59 9.2±1.1 Cirrus HD-OCT -2.38±0.61 231.60±51.84 202.17±56.78 24mo

FPALs 48 9.4±1.1 -2.38±0.61 230.46±57.36 210.87±68.29

SVL 61 9.2±1.1 -2.38±0.61 231.65±56.77 209.51±64.98

aData was shown in means±SD; bData was shown in change values from final to baseline; cThe Newcastle Ottawa Scale was used for quality assessment in the 

included studies. RCT: Randomized controlled trial; OCT: Optical coherence tomography; SE: Spherical equivalent; SFCT: Sub-foveal choroidal thickness; A: 

Atropine; OK: Orthokeratology; OKA: Orthokeratology combined with 0.01% atropine; SVL: Single-vision lens; LLLT: Low-intensity, long-wavelength red light 

therapy; PPALs: Personalized progressive addition lens; FPALs: Fixed progressive addition lenses; ACS: Auricular acupoint stimulation. 
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and measured in vivo. By examining the relationship between 
age in childhood and ChT, studies have noted that ChT tends 
to increase from early childhood to adolescence in normal 
children without any refractive error, then reaching a peak 
in young adulthood; however, the ChT decreases with age in 
older population[22,56]. In non-myopic children, the average 
thickness of the macular choroidal showed that the choroid is 
thickest in central regions and thinnest in nasal regions around 
the optic nerve[34,57].
Our Meta-analysis showed that SFCT was thinner in myopic 
children, regardless of the foveal and parafoveal region. 
According to our Meta-analysis, topographical variation in 
ChT also existed in the myopia population. The ChT decreased 
horizontally from the temporal toward the nasal region, and 
there was no significant difference between the ChT of superior 

and inferior region. In the current study, the OCT type was 
the primary cause of heterogeneity. It is suggested that ChT 
measured on SS-OCT was 5.9 to 49.3 μm thinner than that on 
spectral domain OCT, and there was a significant inter-device 
difference of ChT measurements in normal children[58].
Fontaine et al[35] found that ChT tends to increase from early 
childhood to adolescence in normal children without refractive 
errors, peaking in young adulthood, but then decreases with 
age in older populations. Our results suggest that in myopic 
children, the choroidal layer was thinner than that of non-
myopic children, suggesting that choroidal appears to play 
an important role during the development and progression of 
myopia. ChT appears to be a biomarker of eye growth, since 
more rapid eye growth is associated with choroidal thinning 
and slower eye growth with a thickening of the choroid over 

Figure 4 Forest plot depicting the changes in sub-foveal choroidal thickness values following the myopia control interventions in pediatric 

population OK: Orthokeratology; SVL: Single vision lens; A: Atropine; OKA: Orthokeratology combined with 0.01% atropine.
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time. However, further work is required to determine the causal 
relationship between ChT and myopia. Some researchers 
proposed that the incremental retinal-defocus theory (IRDT) 
may contribute to myopia development[59]. The time-averaged 
decrease in retinal-image defocus area decreases the release of 
growth factors and molecules to the sclera, leading to decreased 
the choroidal blood flow, and contributes to choroidal thinning 
and sclera hypoxia which in turn promotes scleral extracellular 
matrix remodeling and myopia development[14].
Atropine is currently the most potent therapy for myopia 
control. Ha et al[60] revealed that the efficacy of atropine was 
not proportional to dose, whereas the adverse effects are dose 
dependent. Therefore, low-concentration atropine is a preferred 
choice for clinicians. Unfortunately, the exact mechanism of 
atropine in slowing progression is still a matter of speculation. 
Atropine is a non-specific muscarinic receptor antagonist and 
could decrease acetylcholine level. However, McBrien et al[61] 
reported that retinal acetylcholine levels remained unchanged 
in the experimental myopia animal model. The latest research 
on the mechanism of atropine’s anti-myopia effects suggested 
that cholinergic agonists inhibited form-deprivation myopia, 
indicating that atropine prevents myopia progression through 

a non-cholinergic mechanism[62]. In our Meta-analysis, SFCT 
changed little after applying 0.01% atropine in myopic 
children and 1% atropine would increase SFCT. Our results 
indicated that the effect of atropine on the choroid may 
be dose-dependent. The exact mechanism of increasing 
ChT after atropine treatment needs further research. Some 
evidence indicated that atropine would stimulate the release of 
dopamine in the retina in animal, and then result in choroidal 
thickening[63]. But the latest research showed that atropine 
does not need to modulate dopamine release to be effective at 
inhibiting myopia[62]. Other animal studies showed that nitric 
oxide may participate in the anti-myopic role of atropine in 
chicks and by relaxing the choroidal vascular and increasing 
the blood flow of the choroid, leading to changes in ChT.
Our Meta-analysis also revealed that OK treatment could 
induce significant sub-foveal choroidal thickening in myopic 
children. Compared to atropine or SVL, the increase in SFCT 
in the OK group was also significant in the current study. 
There are several hypotheses for the mechanism by which OK 
increases ChT, and one is that OK could induce the relaxation 
of large choroidal vessels and lead to increase blood supply of 
the choroidal. Alshareef et al[64] found that the large choroidal 

Figure 5 Meta-analysis of SFCT value changes between OK and SVL, OK and 0.01% atropine, OK and OKA in myopic children  A: Comparison 

the effect on SFCT between OK and SVL in myopic eyes; B: Comparison the effect on SFCT between OK and 0.01% atropine in myopic eyes; C: 

Comparison the effect on SFCT between OKA and OK in myopic eyes. SFCT: Sub-foveal choroidal thickness; OK: Orthokeratology; SVL: Single 

vision lens; OKA: Orthokeratology combined with 0.01% atropine. 
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vascular layer (LCVL) and medium choroidal vessel thickness 
(MCVT) were much thinner in myopic eyes. Li et al[65] found 
that LCVL thickness was significantly increased in the OK 
group after 6mo of treatment. They also found that the change 
in LCVL accounted for 80% of the thickening of SFCT. 
Therefore, it is speculated that during OK treatment, the blood 
supply to the choriocapillaris and medium choroidal vessel 
layer increased, leading to choroidal thickening. Another 
explanation for the effect of OK on ChT could be due to 
the myopic defocus on the peripheral retina. Several studies 
verified that OK intervention could induce peripheral myopic 
defocus in myopic children. Moderiano et al[66] showed that 
exposure to optical myopic defocus could cause a significant 
thickening of the sub-foveal choroid. The Atropine for the 
Treatment of Myopia 2 (ATOM2) study reported that 0.01% 
atropine could also cause pupil dilation by 1 mm[67], which 
would increase the magnitude of myopia defocus after OK 
treatment. However, OKA treatment did not show a stronger 
effect on SFCT thickening compared with OK alone in our 
Meta-analysis. The exact mechanism underlying the results 
remains to be explored further. 
Repeated low-level red-light (RLRL) therapy has recently 
emerged as a treatment for myopia control. A multi-center RCT 
in China reported a 76.6% reduction in myopia progression 
and a 69.4% reduction in axial length progression in children 
using RLRL therapy, compared with wearing spectacles 
only[68]. Participants in the spectacles group were found to have 
a reduction in axial elongation and myopia progression after 
starting the RLRL therapy during the second year[69]. Up to 
now, several studies have proven the effectiveness of RLRL 
in myopia control in different districts in China[70-71]. The 
exact mechanism of RLRL in myopia control is still unclear. 
Xiong et al[52] found that RLRL could increase ChT in myopic 
children, and even has a stronger effect on choroid than OK 
treatment. It is speculated that RLRL could induces nitric oxide 
release in animal studies[72]. Further studies with larger sample 
and long period in other ethnicities are needed to determine the 
role and mechanism of RLRL in myopia control.
Our study has several limitations. First, we did not include 
unpublished articles or papers written in languages other than 
English, which may introduce some bias. Second, the changes 
in ChT is related to circadian rhythms, and previous research 
has shown that the choroid was thicker at night and thinner 
in daytime[73]. The time when ChT was measured differed 
from the studies, which may also contribute to bias. Third, 
the duration of myopic intervention varies in different studies, 
which might cause bias. Depending on the duration time, we 
divided the eligible studies into two groups: short (duration 
<6mo) and long (duration ≥6mo), and conducted a subgroup 

analysis. Despite this analysis, we found that the effect of 
myopia intervention on ChT did not change. Last but not the 
least, some studies were excluded due to lack of necessary 
information, and data from these studies could have influenced 
the results.
In conclusion, our study found in the pediatric population, 
SFCT in the myopic eyes was thinner than that in the 
non-myopic eyes examined by SS-OCT and EDI-COT. 
Furthermore, we observed that the ChT decreased horizontally 
from the temporal sector toward the nasal sector in myopia 
population. Myopia control interventions including OK and 
OKA were found to increase the thickness of the choroidal. 
But others, such as 0.01% atropine alone, did not show an 
increase in SFCT. Further research is necessary to confirm the 
clear causal relationship between choroid and myopia. 
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